
 
 
4 November 2021 
 
The Chief Executive 
Ministry of Arts, Culture and Heritage 
PO Box 5364 
Wellington 6140 
  
 Attn: Keryn Lavery, Senior Policy Adviser, keryn.lavery@mch.govt.nz. 
 
Dear Keryn 
 
Heritage Management  
 
Historic Places Wellington is an incorporated society which aims to identify and protect 
heritage places in the Wellington region. 
 
We participated in early MCH work on strengthening heritage protection in 2018 which 
identified the importance of renewing and updating the 2004 policy.  We also attended 
MCH consultations in 2019.   
 
We fully support the work MCH is doing and welcome the stage you are now at with a 
crystallised and revised government policy for the management of property with cultural 
heritage implications for which the Crown is responsible.  We have direct experience of 
engaging with government agencies about such property.  
 
HPW endorses the views of HPA and makes the following points: 
 

1. HPW gives specific support to the application of the policy to all agencies identified 
in the Cabinet manual.  The widest application to Crown owned (or cared for) 
property with a cultural heritage implication is supported. 

 
2. Apply the policy to school Boards of Trustees so that they identify cultural heritage 

(and report its condition) when completing 10 year property plans (required by MoE 
every 5 years).  Make provision for schools to seek a formal “exemption” if necessary 
to the application of the policy and establish that process as requiring ministerial 
decision. 
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3. Add a reference to the legislative requirement for Archaeological site permits for 
demolition in whole or part of buildings and structures built before 1900. There is 
low awareness of that requirement. 

 
4. Require heritage covenants to be placed on titles before sites are disposed of so that 

disposal is not a method of circumventing heritage protection by the Crown.  The 
policy needs to be explicit on that matter.  (paragraph 16 refers).  

 
5. Contribute funding to agencies to support major projects aimed at recognising and 

remediating cultural heritage sites and places. 
 
Again, our thanks for this important work and MCH’s recent progress is welcome. 
       
Yours sincerely 
  
  
Felicity Wong 
Chair 
Historic Places Wellington Inc. 
  


